
How We Work

Farewell Flowers Price Guide 

We work from our flower studio in the village of Blackhall Mill, just outside Newcastle
upon Tyne.

When possible, we use seasonal, local & British grown flowers & foliage. We never use 
floral foam, opting for more sustainable & environmentally friendly mechanics such as 

moss, wire, twine and biodegradable bases.

Please let us know if you are looking for a 100% bio-degradable arrangement that is 
suitable for natural burial sites. An additional 10% fee will be applied to these 
arrangements, as they are more time consuming to make.

Tied Shief

Hand tied, flat backed bouquet finished with a natural hessian bow. The most simple of 
tributes & contains a combination of textural materials to give it shape and profile. 

Small - approx 55cm, £60

Medium - approx 70cm, £80

Large - approx 90cm, £115

Wreaths

Fresh flower wreaths usually are made on a mossed wire frame, decorated with plenty of 
seasonal flowers and foliage. 

Small - approx 12in diameter, £45

Medium - approx 16in diameter, £65

Large - approx 20in diameter, £80

For fully bio-degradable, hand-woven willow bases please add 10% to the quoted price



For fully bio-degradable option that is suitable for natural burial grounds, please add 10% to the quoted price

Seasonal Bunch

Our signature fresh seasonal flower bouquets, wrapped in hessian and arranged in a 
front-facing way so it can be laid flat.

 Suitable as a sympathy flowers gift for a family, or to go with any bigger funeral 
arrangements. 

Standart £30

Medium £40

Large £55

Casket Spray

Double ended spray of seasonal flowers that are usually placed on the top of a co n.

All our casket sprays are made using biodegradable materials that are planet friendly.

Starts from £55 per foot *

Dried Flowers

We have a large selection of everlasting flowers, that can be a suitable alternative to the 
fresh flower arrangements. 

Ranging from hessian wrapped dried flower bunches to full wreaths, this can be a 
beautiful and sustainable way to say farewell. 

Please call our store to find out about the full range of dried flower products.




